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Details of Visit:

Author: charlieton
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 11 Aug 2017 11:30
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Pleasure @Massagenn1
Website: http://www.massage-northampton.co.uk
Phone: 01604636440
Phone: 07702572256

The Premises:

Well known. Easy quick, nondescript access through open door into corridor. Typically warm
welcome, chat about this and that with the lovely receptionist till a room was available. Clean room
with good shower and comfortable bed.

The Lady:

Pixi looks lovely. Slimmer than I recalled from last time, her instant recognition and welcoming smile
and chatty conversation made me realise why I loved seeing her.  

The Story:

I had unaccountably left it too long since last seeing Pixi and I was delighted she looked so fit and
even more pleased with her chatty, smiley, buoyant mood.

Standing close together, I led a spell of catch-up chat first before Pixi let her hands roam and then
she had us snogging like passionate lovers - GFE is not often this good.

Onto the bed after the remnants of Pixi's clothes were removed and both of us coupled more
snogging with hands and fingers going anywhere.

While I then played with Pixi's very neat pussy, she adjusted herself to give an energetic blow job
hardly interrupted by her vocal reaction to me fingering her.

Both of us teased each other's arse and so the fact that Pixi does not offer oral on her made not a
jot of difference to our intense activities - after all, her pussy doesn't have a very flexible studded
tongue to maximise the pleasure of our ongoing snogging...

Onto sex and this was brilliant. Still hands and fingers of both of us were allowed to wander and Pixi
was very vocal in her body's reaction to what we were doing.

Utterly, utterly brilliant time with a lady who acts like your most intense lover.
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